Ambulance services play a vital role in intelligent transportation systems (ITS). In an intelligent ambulance system, the medical images can help doctors quickly and accurately understand the patients' condition during first aid. On various display devices in different kinds of ambulances, content-aware image adaption can be used to better present the medical image among different display resolutions and aspect ratios. Most existing methods mainly focus on visual protection of salient areas, such as specific organ parts of the human body, with less attention paid to the visual effect of unimportant areas. However, the human visual system is more sensitive to the edge and contour of images, which are important for ambulance services. To improve the visual effect of adapted images, a contour-maintaining-based image adaption method for an efficient ambulance service in ITS is proposed here. Firstly, the proposed method innovatively combines the weighted gradient, saliency, and edge maps into an importance map. Secondly, energy is optimized for reducing contour distortion and interruption according to the visual slope and curvature of contours and edges in non-salient areas. Finally, applying the sub-procedure of a forward seam carving method, the optimal seams can more evenly pass through the contour areas. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is more effective than other similar methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer-aided diagnosis technology [1] , a variety of medical imaging technologies have emerged clinically for capturing medical images of human internal tissues and organs, such as Computed Tomography (CT), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (NMRI), and Ultrasound Imaging (UI). In the ambulance, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Amr Tolba . these medical images can now be presented on ambulancemounted intelligent systems for fast and accurate diagnosis with the development of artificial intelligence technology [2] - [4] , mobile communication technology [5] - [8] , the and Internet of Things [9] - [11] . However, the pixels of these medical images have been already fixed in the process of image production. To be displayed properly on different display devices, such as computer screens, projectors, notebooks, tablets, smart phones, and intelligent systems in vehicles, these medical images need to be adjusted to suit different display resolutions and aspect ratios. The process of image adjustment is also called image retargeting or image adaptation [12] . Traditional adaptation methods, mainly including uniform scaling and direct cropping, only consider the original size and the target size of images, without considering image content; their effects are unsatisfactory. To improve image adaption performance, researchers are paying more attention to content-aware adaptation techniques, which are mainly classified into three types: discrete, continuous, and multi-operational adaption.
Discrete adaption methods mainly refer to seam carving. Avidan and Shamir [13] introduced the concept of seam carving. To achieve image adaptation, the seam carving adapting method inserts or deletes eight-connected pixels paths by defining the energy minimization equation in a gradient map. Rubinstein et al. [14] used the graph cut method to find the path with the least energy. Considering the newly added energy after deleting the pixels, they proposed a forward seam carving method, different from backward seam carving [13] , which only considers the energy of the pixels themselves. Wang and Yuan [15] used a super-resolution method to improve the quality of the adapted image. Zhang et al. [16] adopted a down-sampled thumbnail technique to accelerate seam carving.
Continuous adaptation methods mainly include mesh deformation. The main idea of mesh deformation is to firstly divide the input image into a mesh grid. Secondly, the importance of each mesh is calculated according to the image content. Finally, the deformation occurs, as much as possible, in the less important mesh areas during the adaptation process. Thus, the important mesh areas are unchanged or proportional. Scholars have used various mesh shapes to segment images into small pieces, such as triangles [17] , [18] and quadrilaterals [19] , [20] .
The multi-operation adaptation methods [21] , [22] produce slightly better results by combining the specific sequence and number of methods, such as seam carving, scaling,and cropping, when the single method fails. However, its effectiveness cannot be evidently improved, and its efficiency is poor.
Most studies focused only on the display quality of salient regions, whereas less attention has been paid to the adaption effect and display quality of unimportant regions. However, the human visual system is more sensitive to edge and contour [23] . With regard to the contours in unimportant areas, distortion and deformation produce unpleasant display defects and fade the visual effect of the adapted image.
This paper proposes a high-quality medical image adaptation method based on contour preservation for ambulancemounted intelligent system. This method protects the integrity and display proportion of prominent object, improves the continuity and smoothness of edges and contours, and maintains their shape in non-salient areas. Ultimately, the method can reduce distortion and artificial noise and enhance the quality of image adaption. Experiments showed that the proposed method can improve the visual effect of unimportant areas, reduce visual bias, and ultimately improve the overall display quality of adapted images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed contour-maintaining-based medical image adaption method. The experiment used to verify the effectiveness and a discussion are provided in Section 3. Conclusions are outlined in Section 4.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The flow chart of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 1 . Its framework includes three steps: (1) generating an importance map through the weighted combination of gradient, saliency, and edge maps to create a basic energy map;
(2) optimizing the energy map using the visual characteristics of curve inclination and bending degree; and (3) performing forward seam carving operation to achieve image adaptation.
A. IMPORTANCE MAP
An importance map is used to measure the importance of image content. The width and height of the importance map are the same as the input image. The higher the importance of pixel, the greater the value of corresponding position. An importance map is generated by combining the weighted gradient, saliency, and edge maps.
A gradient map reflects the variation degree between a pixel and its neighbors.
A saliency map highlights a prominent object or interesting areas of the input image using saliency detection. For medical images, the methods based on region growing [24] , probabilistic atlases [25] , and graph cut [26] can be used to separate organ regions of interest. Various morphological methods can also be combined to obtain the salient parts. For general images, Itti et al. [27] introduced a visual attention calculation model guided by a biological cognitive system that mainly focuses on the prominent part of the whole picture. Hou and Zhang [28] used spectrum-based visual attention mechanisms to remove background information and highlight salient parts. Cheng et al. [29] proposed a fast and robust method for detecting visual saliency regions based on global contrast analysis, which can quickly and effectively identify and segment the saliency regions.
An edge map represents contours and edges separated from input images. Canny [30] edge detection methods can produce clearer and better edges than others, such as Sobel, Roberts, and Prewitt edge detection. In this study, Canny edge detection was adopted to generate edge map.
The importance map I im (Figure 2d ) was generated by the weighted combination of the normalized gradient map I g , saliency map I s , and edge map I e (Figures 2a-c) .
The importance map I im is defined as:
where the values of weight coefficient α,β,and γ are set to 1, 0.8, and 0.2, respectively. Examples of an importance map and an energy map production are depicted in Figure 2 .
B. CONTOUR-MAINTAINING-BASED ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
The importance map was used as the basic energy diagram, and an accurate energy map was obtained by optimization. The core idea of the algorithm is optimizing the energy of the edge areas based on the tangent slope (inclination degree) and curvature (curvature degree) of the contour areas in the non-salient areas of the image.
1) EDGE POINT SERIALIZATION
The points in the edge map are discrete and disorderly. We used the boundary tracking method [31] for serialization, which views the edges as objects.
The number of points on the Lth edge is N L in the nonsalient regions. The edge with an N L not higher than the threshold N T (N T = 20) can barely attract human visual attention. So, the energy of these points was directly set to a lower value. The updated lower energy E lower is calculated as:
(2) Edges with more than N L points more easily attract visual attention, and the energy of these edges needs to be further optimized.
2) SLOPE CALCULATION
The slope of the tangent at one point on the curve, which reflects the steepness of the tangent at this point, can be obtained from the first-order difference.
On the Lth edge, the coordinates of the a th (1 ≤ a ≤ N L ) point is defined as (X a , Y a ). At point (X a ,Y a ), the slope K a is defined as:
Because the image pixels are discrete points, directly calculating slope and curvature with one or two adjacent points will lead to jumps in the results and cannot reflect the overall trend of the line. Thus, a multi-point weighted method should be adopted to calculate the slope and curvature.
The multi-point weighted slope K * a at point (X a ,Y a ) is defined as:
where the values of weight coefficients w 1 , w 2 ,and w 3 are set to 3, 2, and 1, respectively.
3) CURVATURE CALCULATION
Curvature [32] reflects the bending degree of the curve at one point. Curvature κ is expressed as:
where dα is the differential of the tangent angle variation and ds is the differential of the arc length of the curve. With the arc tangent function, the angle θ between the tangent at point (X a ,Y a ) and the horizontal line can be calculated as arctan(K * a ). The differential of the tangent angle variation dα can be approximately computed as:
The Euclidean distance between point (X a+1 ,Y a+1 ) and point (X a ,Y a ) can be regarded as the differential of the arc length in the process of curvature calculation. So, the differential of arc length ds can be approximately computed as:
Then, the approximate curvature κ * at point (X a ,Y a ) can be calculated as:
. (8) Additionally, when the edge is excessively bending, the difference in the arc tangent function will not correctly reflect the included angle between the two tangent lines because the range of the arc tangent function is (−π/2,π/2). Then, the cosine theorem is used to compute the included angle θ * between two connections among three points. The first connection exists between point (X a ,Y a ) and weighted coordinate point (X a+ ,Y a+ ), and the second connection occurs between point (X a ,Y a ) and weighted coordinate point (X a− ,Y a− ). The weighted coordinate points (X a+ ,Y a+ ) and (X a− ,Y a− ) are defined as:
where the values of weighted coefficients w 1 , w 2 ,and w 3 are set to 3, 2, and 1, respectively. As a basis for judging whether the curve is excessively bending, the included angle θ * is defined as:
where:
4) ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
The flow chart of the four steps of the proposed energy optimization is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Step 1: The curvature κ of curve is used to judge whether the curve is excessively bending. When κ is larger than the threshold κ T (κ T = 0.1) and the included angle θ * is smaller than the threshold θ * T (θ * T = 0.75π), the curve bending degree at this point is large, and the higher energy does not need to be changed. Otherwise, the curve near this point has a smaller bending degree, and proceed to step 2.
Step 2: If the absolute value of slope |K| is greater than the threshold K T (K T = 1), the edge at this point is steeper. If the seam passes through the point, the point will be deleted. This will cause greater visual distortion. So, the higher energy of the point will remain unchanged. Otherwise, the edge at the point will not only be slightly bending but also be relatively gentle, and proceed to step 3. Step 3: This step judges the slope gentleness at the point according to the slope. If the absolute value of the slope |K| is not less than the threshold K p (K p = 0.5), the value of period λ is set to 3, then proceed to step 4 to optimize the energy. Otherwise, the value of period λ is set to 2, and proceed to step 4 to optimize the energy. Thus, the period λ is defined as:
Step 4: This is the core step used to optimize the energy. Zigzag energy forms along the contour by periodically adjusting the value of energy at a point (X a ,Y a ) and the adjacent points (X a+1 ,Y a ), (X a−1 ,Y a ). The smaller the tangent slope, the greater the degree of energy adjustment. When |K| is 0, the updated energy is reduced to one-half of the original energy to the greatest extent. When |K| is 1, the original energy remains unchanged. By updating the original energy E, the optimized energy E * is defined as:
To maintain the shape integrity and continuity of the edges, the energy on the edges should fluctuate periodically to allow the seams to pass through the contour areas evenly. Specifically, at every λ point, the energy must be adjusted. In other words, if the period λ is 2 or 3, one in every two or three points will be selected to update its energy. At point (X a ,Y a ), the optimized energy is defined as:
An example of optimized energy map is shown in Figures 2e,f.
C. ADAPTION METHODOLOGY
We used forward seam carving operation [14] as the subprocedure for image adaptation. The following uses vertical seam carving as an example to illustrate the main implementation process.
The energy of point (i, j) is defined as e(i, j). The backward cumulative energy M (i, j) is defined as:
The forward cumulative energy M * (i, j) is the energy generated by adding new energy C(i, j) to the backward energy M (i, j). C(i, j) is the new energy generated when nonadjacent pixel points become adjacent after deleting the pixel point (i, j). The new energy C (i, j) is defined as:
Thus, the forward cumulative energy M * (i, j) is:
Starting from the second row of the energy map, calculate the cumulative energy traverses each point of every row until the last row. The final cumulative energy is the sum of the original energy e(i, j) and the minimum cumulative energy of the previous line of the eight-connected path. After calculating the cumulative energy, the dynamic programming method is used for recall, from the last row to the first row, to find the minimum cumulative energy pixels as the optimal seam.
III. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
To validate the method proposed above, experiments were conducted on a computer with an Intel i5-5200U@2.2GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The proposed method was implemented in MATLAB R2016a on Windows.
A. DATA SET
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, experiments were conducted on two public data sets: SLIVER07 [33] , which has 30 groups of clinical abdominal CT scans images, widely used in medical image processing; and MSRA10K [29] , which is widely used in saliency detection and image adaption and contains a total of 10,000 images.
For each data set, five methods were applied for comparison experiments: unified scaling (scaling), direct cropping (cropping), Traditional Seam Carving (TSC) [14] , Seam Carving based on Importance map as Energy graph (SC-IE), and the proposed Seam Carving based on Optimized Energy map (SC-OE) for comparison experiments.
We selected horizontal adaption as an example to illustrate the adaption process. To protect the region of interest, the maximum number of vertical seams was equal to the width of the insignificant area. Horizontal optimal adaption percentage is usually obtained by dividing the proper number of vertical seams by image width. Adaption beyond optimal adaption can be achieved using the scaling method. In the following experiments, we manually calculated the width of insignificant area as the maximum number of seams. The number of vertical seams should not be close to but not higher than the maximum.
B. EVALUATION MEASURE
The results of the experiments were evaluated using subjective and objective evaluation. Subjective evaluation was used to assess the quality of the experimental results by observing them in detail according to experimental objectives. Objective evaluation experiments were designed for fairly evaluating the comparison effect. We organized 20 volunteer participants to score the adapted images processed by different methods. Firstly, the original input images were shown to the participants. Then, the adaption results of five different methods were displayed for the participants. After that, participants scored the results on a scale ranging from 1 to 10, with 1 point indicating poor results, and 10 points indicating excellent results. Finally, the average score of each algorithm was calculated after each participant completed the score independently.
C. SLIVER07 RESULT
To compare the performance of five different image adaptation methods on medical images, two abdominal CT images were randomly selected from the SLIVER07 data set. Since CT images are gray-scale, the SC-IE and proposed SC-OE methods use a morphological approach to generate the saliency map. Firstly, opening and closing operations are separately applied to input images. Then, the union operation is used on the two results obtained in the previous step. Finally, the saliency map is produced using the corroding operation on the union result of the last step. Figure 4 depicts the input images and adapted results of the five methods. CT-1 images in the first row have a smaller liver area, whereas CT-2 images in the second row have a larger liver area. The horizontal optimal adaption percentage of CT-1 and CT-2 is 15%. Images in column (a) are the original input images. Images in columns (b) to (f) are the results of scaling, cropping, TSC, SC-IE, and the proposed SC-OE adaptation method, respectively. Figure 5 shows the optimal deleted seams of TSC, SC-IE, and the proposed SC-OE methods.
Among the abdominal CT images in Figure 4 , liver areas in Figure 4b are narrower than the original images. This illustrates that the distortion occurs within the important area of the image when using the scaling adaption method. In Figure 4c , the body surface area near the left and right side is lost; the content near the image border is deleted using the cropping adaption method. The overall effect in Figure 4d is better than in Figures 4b,c ; however, serious distortion and fracture of body surface edge areas occur, and liver areas are deformed slightly. In Figure 4e , no deformation in the liver area is visible, but distortion occurred on body surface edge areas. In Figure 4f , the liver area are completely preserved, and the contour of the body surface is smooth and natural. In conclusion, the image in Figure 4f is obviously more accurate than other methods.
The objective evaluation results of two abdominal CT images of the SLIVER07 data set are provided in Table 1 . The average scores of the proposed SC-OE on the two images of SLIVER07 data set were 7.9 and 7.8, which are higher than other methods. Therefore, the results of the proposed SC-OE are more in line with human visual requirements and produce a better visual perception effect. The reasons for these results are as follows. The scaling and cropping methods do not consider the importance of image content, but only focus on the original and target sizes of the image. This leads to an imbalance of the proportions of the liver areas in Figure 4b and information loss of the body surface in Figure 4c . In Figure 4d , the TSC method considers the content of the image, but only depends on the gradient map, which is imprecise. The imprecise evidence results in the seams passing through the liver region, as shown in Figure  5a , as well as excessively distorted contour in body surface areas. In Figure 4e , the SC-IE method uses the importance map as the basis of seam carving, and it comprehensively considers the salient areas and edge areas of the image. However, the energy of the edge areas are not optimized, and seams unevenly pass through the contour regions (Figure 5b) , resulting in distortion of the edge in unimportant areas. In Figure 4f , the proposed SC-OE method optimizes the energy map according to the content importance of images and contour characteristics in unimportant areas. As shown in Figure 5c , the proposed SC-OE preserves the salient areas benefited by high energy in the saliency area, and ensures the smoothness and continuity of contour edge by setting periodic and serrated energy in edge areas to lead the optimal seams to evenly pass through the contour area in the non-salient region. In short, scaling and cropping do not consider the importance of image content. TSC only depends on an imprecise gradient map. SC-IE does not apply an energy optimization procedure. SC-OE is built on a precise importance map and contourmaintaining-based energy optimization. So, the visual effect in Figure 4f , which depicts the results of the proposed SC-OE method, is more accurate than the results of other methods.
D. RESULT ON MSRA10K
For comparing the effect of five different image adaptation methods on general images, two images were randomly selected from the MSRA10K data set, and the horizontal optimal adaption percentage of ''Head'' and ''Toy'' is 25%. In this study, the SC-IE and proposed SC-OE methods used a previously reported approach [29] to obtain the saliency map. Figure 6 shows the original input images and the adapted results of the five adaption methods. The images in column (a) are the original input images, while images in columns (b) to (f) are the results of scaling, cropping, TSC, SC-IE, and the proposed SC-OE adaptation methods, respectively. Figure 7 depicts the optimal deleted seams of TSC, SC-IE, and the proposed SC-OE methods.
In Figure 6f , the face and duck areas are completely preserved, and the contour of the hat is smooth and natural. The image in Figure 6f is clearly more accurate than the other methods in Figures 6a-e.
The objective evaluation results of the two abdominal CT images in the MSRA10K data set are listed in Table 2 . The average score of the proposed SC-OE on the two images of MSRA10K data set were 8.1 and 7.9 for Head and Toy, respectively, which are higher than the other methods. The proposed SC-OE algorithm is better than other methods, and the results of the proposed SC-OE are more in line with human visual requirements.
The reasons for the MSRA10K results are same as for the SLIVER07 data set. The scaling and cropping methods do not consider the importance of image content, which leads to an imbalance in the proportions of the face and duck areas in Figure 6b and information loss of the contour of hat area in Figure 6c . In Figure 6d , the TSC method only depends on an imprecise gradient map. The imprecise evidence results in the seams passing through the face and duck regions, as shown in Figure 7a . In Figure 6e , with the SC-IE method, the non-optimized energy map results in distortion of the edge in unimportant areas due to the concentrated seams, as shown in Figure 7b . In Figure 6f , the proposed SC-OE method optimizes the energy map according to the content importance of the images and the contour characteristics in unimportant areas, and the optimal seams can evenly pass through the contour area in the non-salient region, as shown in Figure 7c . The proposed SC-OE is built on an precise importance map and contour-maintaining-based energy optimization. So, the visual effect of the proposed SC-OE method (Figure 6f ) is better than the results of the other methods.
E. COMPUTATIONAL TIME
Since scaling and cropping do not consider the importance of image content, their implementations are faster in real time. The execution times of the other three methods are expressed in Table 3 . TSC was quickest in the experiments, with little variation between the computational times of SC-IE and SC-OE. The proposed SC-OE method takes 2.4%, 2.3%, 13.1%, and 13.9% longer than TSC in the four experiments, as shown in Table 3 .
The results can be explained by the main time-consumption bottleneck of three methods being the sub-procedure of forward seam carving. Because TSC only calculates the gradient map as the energy map, the method is faster. SC-IE uses the additional processes of saliency and edge detection, which requires more time. SC-OE is a little slower than SC-IE because the proposed SC-OE includes one more energy optimization procedure. Specifically, in the CT-1 and CT-2 experiments, saliency maps are generated by the morphological approach, which is more efficient than Cheng's method [29] . Thus, the time variation between SC-IE and TSC on CT-1 and CT-2 is less than the variation for Head and Toy.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a contour-maintaining-based image adaptation method, called SC-OE, for an efficient ambulance ITS service. Firstly, the method combines weighted gradient, saliency, and edge maps into an importance map. Secondly, according to the slope and curvature of the edge in unimportant areas, serrated channels are set in the gentle edge area that can guide the optimal seams to evenly pass through edge areas. This can reduce the distortion and deformation and keep the original shape as much as possible. Finally, adaptation is conducted by forward seam carving. The computation time of the proposed SC-OE method is almost the same as TSC and SC-IE, but produces better visual effect performance than the other methods. The proposed SC-OE method is more suitable for offline or batch processing scenarios, which occur often in medicine and daily life. Further research is required to study more high-quality content-aware image adaptation methods and optimize the execution procedure to improve the efficiency and performance of the algorithms. SHOUJIN WANG is currently a Research Fellow of data science and artificial intelligence with Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. His primary research interests include data mining, machine learning, and recommender systems.
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